
After Prison 901 

Chapter 901 

The fat man who owned the inn immediately shouted, “Save some for me, fellas! This is excellent 

nourishment, and I’m going to prepare some of it for Mister Severin’s group!” 

“I’m going to eat more too and avenge my daughter. If you can hear me up there, sweetie, I hope you 

know that Mister Severin has finally avenged you!” A middle-aged man ran toward the black python’s 

body with a knife in hand. 

“Can it really prolong our lives and increase our resistance?” Felicia’s eyes lit up instantly when she 

heard that and she remarked excitedly, “I’ll make sure to eat more tonight.” 

Diane could not help but smile. “Didn’t you tell Severin not to stay here when he said he’d help them? 

You seem incredibly happy right now.” 

Felicia rolled her eyes at Diane. “I knew that he was powerful, but I didn’t expect him to be that 

powerful. Besides, why would I be unhappy when I’m getting so many benefits by eating this black 

python?” 

Before long, the fat man and his two employees came over while carrying several huge pieces of python 

meat. He then said with a smile, “Come with me, sir!” 

Severin and the others followed him to a big inn. The other residents who were earlier afraid to step out 

of their homes finally did so after hearing that the black python had been killed. They all switched on 

their house lights, and the small town was soon back to its vibrant glory. 

That evening, several well-respected individuals from the town gathered together to drink and 

celebrate! Many people cried as they reminisced about the past, and Severin became very emotional 

too. In hindsight, the drive to Skystream City was tiring but meaningful. At the very least, he had been 

able to help the people get rid of such a scourge, or else many more would have to die there. 

After a good night’s rest, Severin and others set off again early the next morning. The people in the 

town. got up quite early and walked along both sides of the town street to see Severin off. The rest of 

the journey was relatively smooth, and by the afternoon of the second day, a huge city finally came into 

view. 

Everyone stopped their cars outside the city to rest for a moment. 

“Is that Skystream City? Wow! It’s huge!” Diane was in awe when she saw the huge city. 

Severin smiled. “It is. Of the hundred or so cities in Skystream Province, this is the largest and also the 

most prosperous one.” 

Lillie folded her hands in front of her chest and said with a slight smile, “It must be the city with the 

densest spiritual energy then, otherwise, the governor would not have set up the province mansion 

here.” 
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Megan had a sudden thought and could not help but ask Severin, “By the way, Brother-in-Law, do you 

think that the four war gods will attend the province governor’s sixtieth birthday?” 

Chapter 902 

Severin frowned slightly and remarked in an unsure tone, “Perhaps they will. But even though the 

governors of the nine provinces generally don’t have a lot of contact or interactions with the four war 

gods, they will feel obliged to keep up appearances and attend if the province governors invited them.” 

“Doesn’t that mean you can meet four apprentices again?” Megan covered her mouth and giggled. 

Severin said with a wry smile, “You need to keep a low profile for me when we’re out, Megan. Don’t just 

mention so casually that the war gods are my apprentices. They are the war gods, after all. They are 

concerned about the public repercussions. Besides, I’m their master, so I can’t be bothering them all the 

time, and I can’t expect them to help me whenever I encounter any trouble. They’re busy people.” 

Megan nodded. “I get it now. If you run into trouble that even you can’t handle, then they wouldn’t be 

able to handle it either!” 

“We should get going. Our first order of business is to choose a hotel and have some lunch. A four-day- 

three-night stay should be enough. We’ll rest tomorrow, attend the birthday the day after, and then go 

back home the day after the birthday.” 

Severin made the arrangements as he thought to himself. 

“Hehe, we’ll go with your plan then. The scenery during our drive for the past two days was really 

beautiful, and I enjoyed being on the road.” Megan said with a chuckle. She then remembered 

something and said, But we didn’t spend that much time going shopping, so I’m thinking of doing so 

after lunch.” 

Severin was appalled and could not help but say, “Wow, you sure are energetic. Don’t you feel tired at 

all after spending half a day on the road? I’m surprised that you even thought of shopping as soon as we 

arrived.” 

Megan rolled her eyes at Severin. “That’s because you only allowed us to stay here for three days! I 

could spend more time shopping if we stay a bit longer.” 

Severin smiled bitterly and said, “There are many forces here, and the situation is complicated. There 

are plenty of people who will be attending the banquet, chiefly among them are the four county 

governors, and many others people from the bigger cities. The province governors will be there too.” 

“They will?!” Felicia’s eyes lit up and she was immediately reminded of something. She then said to 

Megan, “You should dress a little prettier than usual when we attend the birthday banquet. Better yet, 

go. for something a little sexier!” 

Megan immediately frowned and asked, “Why should I? Am I not pretty enough already?” 

Felicia immediately said, “You don’t know anything, Megan. It’s not just those from city mansions that 

will be attending the banquet. They are probably other powerful people from big cities that are qualified 

to attend too. I’m sure there are plenty of other county mansions or province mansions who will be 

there, and it would be best If you can catch the eye of their young men.” 
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Megan was speechless for a moment and she could not help but pout as she asked, “What are you 

talking about, Mom? Didn’t I already tell you that I already like someone? You don’t have to be so 

concerned about me!” 

“There’s someone you like?” Diane was slightly taken aback, and immediately asked curiously, “Who is 

it, Megan? Do you have a boyfriend? Tell me! I want to know if I know him.” 

Megan smiled awkwardly. “I don’t have a boyfriend yet, Diane. I just like him. I don’t know whether he 

likes me though, so I’ll tell you only if I manage to win his heart. Don’t worry about me, okay?” 

“But we have to worry about you!” Felicia said immediately. “You’re my daughter! I’ll have you know 

that your standards must be at least that of a mayor’s son. It’d be even better if he was the son of a 

county governor or a province governor! Try to avoid some of the young men from ordinary upper-tier 

families. You’re a beautiful woman, and you need to be with a partner who is equal in status.” 

Chapter 903 

 “Okay, okay! I know! Ugh, this is such a drag!” Megan replied impatiently to her mother. 

“I think you should take a step back when it comes to anything involving her love life, Mom. Whether or 

not the guy she likes is rich doesn’t matter because we already have more than enough to spend for the 

rest of our lives. If he’s poor, we can just let him stay with our family as a live-in son-in-law.” Diane 

comforted Felicia. 

“But… but I just want the best for her!” Felicia grumbled. 

They soon went back into their respective cars, but unlike earlier, it was Severin and Diane’s car that was 

at the front. After all, they were the ones who chose which hotel to stay, so the other cars merely 

followed behind them. However, Severin did not expect to be stopped by several of the city’s guards 

when he reached the city entrance. 

“Is something the matter?” Severin got out of the car and asked the guard. 

The person who seemed to be in charge said with a smile, “My apologies, but anyone who wishes to 

enter Skystream City will have to make payment in the form of spiritual stones. It’s not a big amount. 

Just three low-grade spiritual stones per person is enough.” 

Severin did not expect such a rule to exist. That was his first time encountering something like that. 

However, when he saw that the other visitor next to him had paid the spiritual stones before going did 

not try to argue with the person and said directly, “There are eleven of us, so here’s thirty-three spiritual 

stones!” He took them out and handed them to the guard. 

în, he 

“You may enter the city now. Remember not to exit the city for trivial reasons. Payment of spiritual 

stones isn’t required when exiting the city, but you will have to pay up for each time you enter the city.” 

The guard waited until Severin got into the car before reminding him. 

“I never expected that we’d have to pay them some spiritual stones. I’m glad you had them, or else we 

wouldn’t be able to enter the city at all.” Diane could not help but smile wryly. 
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Severin then said, “If we don’t have them, we could always give them money. Al de spiritual stone costs 

a thousand a five hundred dollars, so we just need to pay them sixteen thousand and five hundred.” < 

“Sixteen thousand and five hundred?!” Diane was startled. “It might not be a lot of money for wealthy 

businessmen and people like us, but it’s a huge sum for most people. How will they be able to enter the 

city then?” 

Severin smiled and said, “Skystream City is the most prosperous city in Skystream Province and the city. 

with the most practitioners. It’s not the kind of place that ordinary people can enter, and most ordinary 

people have no business being here anywhere.” 

Diane nodded when she heard that. “You’re right. This is the most prosperous city in Skystream 

Province, and normal people aren’t able to enter. Only the rich, powerful, and influential can enter such 

a place. Even then, it’s not easy for them.” 

Severin soon stopped outside a hotel. 

“Hehe, this hotel looks amazing, Brother-in-Law! Will we be staying here?” Megan giggled when she saw 

the luxury hotel in front of her. 

Severin nodded. “Of course, this is your first time here, and isn’t it your dream to visit Skystream City 

once in your life? Wouldn’t it be such a shame if your dream came true but you stayed in a less 

luxurious hotel?” 

Chapter 904 

Megan smiled immediately and said, “Hehe, you’re the best! Diane was right to choose you.” 

Diane rolled her eyes at Megan as soon as she heard that remark. “Then why did you initially persuade 

me to leave him? You were just as insistent on persuading me to be with Edward even when Severin had 

returned!” 

Megan smiled awkwardly. “That’s… that’s because we didn’t see the bigger picture.” 

Felicia then said embarrassedly, “I’m sorry, Diane. We couldn’t have known then that Severin was such 

an amazing individual. At that time, he was an ex-convict, and Edward was the son of a second-tier 

family. We were hoping that you could choose someone who can give you a good life.” 

“Okay, Mom. Let’s not talk about the past. Let’s just look to the future and live happily,” Diane said. She 

did not want to talk to Felicia and Megan about that. 

“Yeah, I know!” Felicia immediately smiled. “The past is in the past, and we need to look ahead. Our life 

will only get better and better in the future.” 

“Well, would you look at all those pretty girls over there! There are ten of them, probably!” remarked a 

man who was among several rich young men that were nearby the hotel. They glanced over and saw 

Severin’s group when the latter were just about to enter the hotel. 

A man in a floral-print suit licked his lips and smiled wickedly. “Hehe. ‘I dare not look away from beauty 

such as this; lest while my glace should stray, some loveliness I miss.’ These women are all so attractive 
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that there’s one for every taste! Tsk, tsk, tsk! Just looking at them is enough to make me feel all 

raunchy.” 

One of his rich friends said with a smile, “Such prose! Such poetry! You do have a way with words, 

Arnie!” 

Arnie smiled wickedly. “You and your wretched thoughts. We’re only able to see their rear though. I 

wonder if they all have a pretty face too.” 

“We can find out if we go up there and have a look at them!” The guy next to him said with a smile, 

“There are plenty of people in Skystream City, including some very beautiful women. Then again, some 

look good from behind but have an ugly face. I was on the street yesterday when I saw this hot chick. I 

was mesmerized by the way her hips swayed from side to side, and I almost drooled when I was looking 

at 

her.” 

One of their bigger-sized friends smiled and asked, “And then what happened, Dave?” 

“Then,” Dave said, “I nearly laughed my butt off when I went up to look at her face, because she had so 

many wrinkles that I bet she’s at least over sixty years old! She’s an old hag, but she dresses like those 

girls-next-door and swings her hips so sexily when she walks.” 

“Bwahahaha!” Both the fat man and Arnie burst out laughing when they heard that. 

“Come on, let’s catch up to them! The guys unconsciously walked faster, and it took them only a couple 

of seconds to walk past Severin’s group. They then moved to one side and turned around to look at the 

Women 

All three men were stunned when they turned to look at the women 

“They’re all beautiful!” Dave swallowed his saliva and exclaimed, “Holy moly, they’re genuinely very 

good- looking! Except for that one woman who looks a little older than the others, the rest are all young 

and beautifull 

“Yeah! Three of them are much prettier than the others! Man, I can’t believe there are so many 

beautiful women here in Skystream City! Arnie was also a little excited, and he was dumbfounded to see 

so many beautiful women. 

Chapter 905 

 “Maybe you can treat them all to dinner. I bet they’ll throw themselves all over us once they know our 

background.” The fat guy remarked when he saw Arnie’s excitement, 

After thinking for some time, Arnie finally said, “They dress well, so there’s a chance they’re not gold 

diggers. If anything, all ten of them might be married to that man!” 

“Whoa! That guy is one lucky b*stard then!” the fatty said. “My women ate all the good stuff after 

coming. home with me, and now they’re all plump. I can’t be bothered to go home anymore, and I’d 

much rather have fun outside.” 
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Dave joked, “Don’t your women get angry at you if you’re never at home, Moby? Aren’t they going to 

give you a hard time?” 

Moby said coldly, “Give me a hard time? Please. They wouldn’t dare. As far as I know, they’re more 

worried about me chasing them out of the home! They know how much their quality of life will drop if 

they’re kicked out. They’re living the high life right now, and all they do is eat, drink, and laze around all 

day!” 

Dave noticed that Arnie was still ogling the women, so he could not help but smile and say, Just f*ck it 

all and go up to them if you want, Arnie. You’ll never know whether or not they’ll agree if you don’t try 

your luck. Besides, the three of us have a strong enough family background that there aren’t a lot of 

people in Skystream City that we can’t afford to offend.” 

Moby encouraged him too. “I agree. If you don’t shoot your shot, you probably won’t have another 

chance in the future. What if they’re just here for a holiday? What are the chances of you meeting them 

a second time if you miss this opportunity?” 

Arnie immediately understood the point that Moby and Dave were trying to drive across. He 

immediately waved his hands and beckoned his friends to follow him as he approached the group. 

“We’ll take ten rooms. Diane and I will share a room, while the rest of can have your own room.” 

Severin was chatting happily away with the others as they walked in, and he felt secretly happy when he 

thought about being in the same room with Diane for the next two nights. 

Diane, on the other hand, blushed when she heard that. He could have just booked the rooms without 

specifically saying that he would share one room with her. It made her feel a little embarrassed because 

Felicia and Megan were just beside her. 

Meanwhile, Sheila felt a little envious, and she wondered when Severin would accept her affection 

toward him. 

“Are you from out of town? I suppose you are since you’re all at a hotel!” Arnie came over and said with 

a smile. “I’d love to be friends with all of you if that’s okay. You can come and stay at my place. I have a 

couple of empty rooms back there, so I might as well let you folks make use of them.” 

As soon as Moby and Dave heard that, they glanced at each other and immediately understood Arnie’s 

plan. Those women would almost certainly be happy to take him up on his offer once they knew how 

rich and powerful Arnie was. He can then take the opportunity to ask for the contact information of 

those women so he could invite them out for some fun at night. Moby and Dave might even be able to 

tag along, and for the right price, those beauties might eventually give in to their requests. 

Chapter 906 

After all, that was not their first time encountering such a situation. 

Before Diane and the others could say anything, Moby immediately said, “This handsome young man 

here is Arnie Pearson, the scion of a second-tier family. If you think about it, it’s quite formidable for a 

family to be recognized as a second-tier family in a place like Skystream City. An upper-tier family like his 

is considered to be one of the truly wealthy families.” 
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However, Severin said with a cold smile, “I’m sorry, but we’ve never met you, and we’re not the kind of 

people who would want to take advantage of other people’s kindness. We appreciate your gesture, but 

we’d be more comfortable staying in a hotel.” 

Severin was perceptive enough to know that Arnie had ulterior motives for being courteous to them, but 

he nevertheless refused politely because he did not want to cause trouble in a place like Skystream City. 

Arnie’s lips twitched a few times, and he did not expect that Severin would reject him so decisively event 

after knowing that he was the scion of a second-tier family. Arnie could tell that Severin was probably a 

wealthy businessman who might be the son of another city’s powerful families, or perhaps even the son 

of a mayor. 

Moby pulled a long face and immediately said, “It’s always best to think twice before refusing so 

decisively. You’re in Skystream City now. Dave and I are the scions of third-tier families, while Arnie here 

is from a second-tier family. Are you going to be so rude as to turn down our kind gesture?” 

Dave then immediately persuaded. “Think carefully, my friend. We will take offense to your refusal, and 

there will be drastic consequences to your actions. Conversely, if you accept us as your friends, then 

your journey in Skystream City will be more smooth-sailing in the future.” 

Severin did not know how to react to that, and he wondered if the three of them were starting to 

threaten him. Fortunately, they did not scare him in the slightest. 

He merely smiled and said, “I’m really sorry, but I came to Skystream City on some official matters, and 

I’ll be leaving in two days. I appreciate your kindness, but I genuinely don’t think it’s necessary to stay at 

your place. I’m just the kind of person who doesn’t like to burden others.” 

“Yeah! We don’t like burdening other people, so please leave us alone,” Sheila stepped forward and said 

to them. The three men were cordial in inviting them over to stay at their place, and they even said that 

they wanted to make friends with Severin. However, Sheila knew that they had nefarious plans and 

were. simply using all that as an excuse to further their goals. One look at them and she knew that they 

were. not decent people. 

Moby exploded in a rage, and he clenched his fists with a ruthless expression. He glared at Severin. 

“Don’t be arrogant. You might as well have signed off on your own death warrant if you’re not going to 

show any courtesy to Arnie’s kind invitation.” 

Severin could not help but sigh and say, “I don’t want any trouble here, so you should leave right now if 

you know what’s good for you. I wouldn’t want you three to regret it once I end up making a move.” 

“Regret? Haha! You make me laugh!” Arnie snickered and clapped his hands to instruct his bodyguards 

to surround Severin’s group. After Severin was surrounded, Arnie sneered. “Show me how you’re going 

to make me regret this!” 

Chapter 907 

Severin sighed helplessly when he looked at Arnie’s stubbornness. He took a step forward and said, “Are 

you sure? If you want to court death, then I’ll show you what true despair is so you don’t go around. 

thinking that you can do whatever you want in Skystream City.” 
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“Haha, you’re one mad lad! Get him, boys! Kill him and capture all his women!” Arnie ordered his 

bodyguards with a wave of his hand. He fumed when he saw Severin fearlessly making such ruthless 

remarks to him. 

“Charge!” The bodyguards rushed up immediately. 

Their attainment was not very low since most of them have reached level seven or level eight profound 

master. In smaller cities, those who had similar strength levels were usually the leaders of the smaller 

forces. By contrast, such individuals in Skystream City were-at most-ordinary bodyguards who served 

upper-tier families. 

There were two bodyguards with a higher attainment base than the rest. One had reached level two 

warrior king, while the other was level four warrior king. Generally speaking, many in Skystream City 

would not dare to offend those with an attainment such as theirs, especially since Arnie and his two 

friends were also some well-known figures in the city. Few were brave enough to rub them the wrong 

way, which removed the need for them to bring those with the highest attainment whenever they left 

the home. 

After all, individuals who were level five warrior king and above were not as common. Severin dashed 

forward without asking Wendy and the girls to help him. In his eyes, those profound masters could 

easily be dealt with, and it took him only a few punches to send them all flying. 

“Ah, it hurts!” 

“I’m done for! My ribs are probably broken!” 

The profound masters all wailed one by one in pain, and the only bodyguards who remained standing 

were the level two and level four warrior kings. 

“That guy’s attainment doesn’t seem to be low. You need to be more careful, Khaled!” Arnie warned the 

head of his bodyguards. He was horrified by the scene before him because the entire group of level 

seven. or level eight profound masters were so easily defeated by Severin. It showed that Severin’s 

attainment was at least that of a warrior king. 

“Don’t worry, sir! We can handle him!” Khaled, who was a level four warrior king, exchanged glances 

with. the man next to him. They both clenched their fists, produced a surge of spiritual energy, and 

immediately launched themselves forward to punch Severin. 

A fierce tiger made from condensed spiritual energy appeared before the level two warrior king. The 

tiger was almost as tall as a human, and one could consider it a praiseworthy display of skill. 

Meanwhile, Khaled-the level four warrior king-pulled all the stops and showcased his strongest attack. A 

flying sword formed by condensed spiritual energy appeared and flew right at Severin. 

“That’s terrifying!” Felicia and Megan hid behind Wendy and the girls. They could not help but feel a 

little worried about Severin. 

Severin smiled coldly when faced with that attack. Such attacks were trivial in his eyes, and he 

condensed the aura from his two fists to form a glove. He bent his body slightly, charged forth with both 

fists, and struck the opponents’ attacks head-on. 



“Is he trying to get himself killed? It’s impossible to directly take our attacks on if his attainment level 

isn’t two or three times higher than ours!” Khaled was shocked when he saw that. 

Chapter 908 

The other guy frowned too. “He’s dealing with our attacks head-on without using any skills or 

techniques! Can he even withstand the attack?” 

However, a huge roar sounded at almost the same time, and both the huge tiger and the flying sword. 

were smashed into pieces by Severin’s punch. They crumbled into pieces in midair and turned into 

powder. 

“That’s… that’s impossible! How?!” The level two warrior king was so frightened that he retreated two 

steps back. He shook his head repeatedly, with his face full of disbelief. 

“How did he even achieve that?! He couldn’t have been able to withstand that attack if he isn’t at least a 

level six warrior king! He did it so easily too! Could he be a level seven warrior king?” Khaled was also 

stunned by the scene before him and could only stand there in a daze. 

“Hehe. Time for you to meet your maker!” Severin had no plans to show them any mercy as he dashed 

toward them and punched both his fists into their chest before they could react. 

The two warrior kings were sent soaring into the air from the impact, and a huge hole had already. 

appeared in their chests. Surviving such a huge blow was downright impossible. 

“No. that can’t be… Khaled… he’s a level four warrior king, and he…” Cold sweat was starting to drip 

from Amie’s forehead, and he could no longer keep himself calm. 

Moby then added, “If I heard correctly, your bodyguard said before his death that this guy is likely a 

leve! seven warrior king. It seems we’ve crossed paths with a very strong individual, and from the looks 

of it, he might not be from one of those strong reclusive families who came here just to have fun.” 

“Yeah, Arnie! What should we do now?” Dave panicked too. They had gotten used to having their way in 

Skystream City, and they had never encountered someone like that before. After what happened, it was 

natural for them to feel a little scared. 

Arnie’s face darkened and he said to Severin, “I’ll let you go this time, but you’d better not show yourself 

in front of me again or I’ll make you pay!” 

Severin smiled coldly, walked up to Arnie, and slapped him. “I’m the one who should be telling you that. 

I’ll let you live today, but you’re as good as dead if I ever see your face again!” 

He then turned around and said to Diane, “Let’s go, honey. We need to check everyone into the hotel.” 

“Okay.” Diane nodded and walked toward the hotel with him. 

“How dare you slap me, you son-of-a-b*tch!” Arnie clenched his fists tightly and glared at Severin’s rear 

figure. 

“What should we do now?” The other injured bodyguards had already stood up. After running over to 

Arnie, they looked at the corpses of the two warrior kings and felt traumatized because of what 
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happened. It was obvious that Severin had gone easy on them earlier, otherwise, they would have all 

joined the two dead men in the afterlife too. 

Chapter 909 

 “What else can we do except carry their bodies and go home right away?” Arnie then gritted his teeth 

and said, “He and his ten women are staying in this hotel, so it should be easy to find out more about 

them. I’ll head home, inform my father, and bring our strongest men over here. My goal today is to end 

his life.” Moby was just as angry, but he still had the clarity of mind to say to Arnie, “Are you sure you 

want to tell your father about this? He doesn’t like it when you go out hitting on women. You might 

succeed in bringing your men to kill that kid, but you might not get the chance to play with any of those 

girls.” 

“That’s right,” Dave chimed in. “Knowing your father, he’ll take one look at those women and know 

what’s going on. Even if he avenges you and kills that guy, he’ll let those women go instead of allowing 

you to bring them away with you. They’re all weak women, after all.” 

Arnie’s lips twitched a couple of times, but when he thought of the humiliation that he had suffered 

earlier, he still said viciously, “Damn it! You’re right about that, but all I want now is to kill that kid. He 

ended the life of our two warrior kings, and Khaled is the strongest of them all too. To make things 

worse, he even slapped me! In my thirty years of life, this is the first time I have ever been slapped.” 

Moby was in deep thought for a moment when his eyes suddenly lit up. “I’ve got an idea! Arnie, when 

you bring your father and your men to kill that kid, I will secretly send someone to follow those women. 

They’ll be captured as soon as they leave the hotel, and once you’ve brought your father here, you can 

just come up with an excuse to leave. to me.” 

Dave’s eyes lit up in an instant and he supported the plan. “Perfect! That does sound like a good plan. 

You can lock the girls up as soon as you capture them, Moby. We’ll finally be able to have some fun with 

them.” 

“Yeah! I have a villa at the city outskirts, so when the time comes, I’ll just lock them there and send 

someone to watch over them. We can have fun with them whenever we please, hahaha! It’s decided 

then! * Moby’s felt a surge of heat in his heart when he imagined the girls’ sexy figures, and he was 

already very eager to get a taste of their bodies. 

Dave and Moby came from a third-tier family, and they probably would not be able to handle a level 

seven warrior king like Severin. However, Arnie had nothing to fear, because his family was a second- 

tier family. Some of Skystream City’s second-tier families might have a level eight warrior kings among 

their ranks. along with several level seven warrior kings. 

The three of them set off immediately after ending their discussion. Moby and Dave went to gather their 

bodyguards, while Arnie instructed his bodyguards to carry the two corpses into the car before heading. 

back home. 

Diane was still a little worried as she went up to the front desk with Severin. She said to him, “Should we 

go to a different hotel, honey? Those guys might be gone now, but I’m worried they might come here 

and cause trouble again later.” 
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“It’ll be fine,” Severin said nonchalantly. “I’ll just kill them if they show up here and kick up a fuss. I might 

not like trouble, but I’m not afraid if trouble comes knocking on my door. They can’t blame me if they 

have a death wish, and staying at a different hotel isn’t going to make a difference to a second-tier 

family’s scion.” 

Sheila, who was standing beside him, said, “Yeah! what’s more, one of them is the scion of a second- tier 

family, while the other two are from third-tier families. If they have their minds set on making life 

difficult for us, they can still locate us quickly even if we change hotels. This is their territory, after all, 

and I’m sure they’re very familiar with the city.” 

Severin glanced unconsciously at Sheila and was surprised that someone as brash as her could be so 

Chapter 910 

The receptionist looked at Severin in awe. She found him to be quite handsome, and she had no idea 

which wealthy family was he from to have so many beautiful women around him. 

“Sir, I’m sorry, but we no longer have any ordinary rooms available. Only luxury suites are available 

right. now, but they’re on the pricier side.” The receptionist said with a smile. 

Megan’s expression soured as she retorted, “What are you trying to imply by that? Do you think that 

we’re unable to afford a luxury suite? How expensive are they, anyway?” 

“One suite costs three thousand dollars a night!” 

“That’s super expensive!” Megan was taken aback by the price. 

The receptionist then explained, “These luxury suites weren’t that expensive before, but the price has 

been driven up because the province governor will be celebrating his sixtieth birthday party. Many who 

come here from other cities or other provinces are wealthy, so this demand for good rooms in expensive 

hotels makes the room prices go up.” 

“I see!” Megan had a sudden realization and did not know what else to say. 

Severin then took out a bank card and said, “Don’t worry about it. Let me see. We’ll be here tonight, 

tomorrow night, and the night after that, so it will be a total stay of three nights. We’ll check out the 

morning after our third night here.” 

“Not a problem. So that’ll be ten rooms, right?” The receptionist confirmed once more before arranging 

the rooms for Severin’s group. She then respectfully handed the room cards to him and said, “You’re 

lucky to have arrived here a little earlier, otherwise even the most expensive suites won’t be available to 

accommodate your request for ten rooms on the same floor.” 

Severin nodded with a smile and took the elevator upstairs with the others. 

At that moment, Arnie led his men home and returned with an ashen face. 

“Dad, Mom… someone bullied me. He slapped me, injured all our bodyguards, and killed both Khaled 

and Samadhi.” 
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As soon as he returned home, he ushered in the bodyguards who were carrying two corpses and cried as 

he walked up to his father with his injured party. 

“What?” Arnie’s father Ambrose clenched his fists in anger. “Who did it? How dare they disrespect our 

family?” 

 


